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Finding safety in a different light
SURREY: If not installed appropriately, more illumination can lead to increase in rate of crime, expert says
NICK EAGLAND
THE PROVINCE

Residents of Surrey were outraged last December when 53-yearold Julie Paskall died following a
savage assault in a recreation cen-

tre parking lot.
The attack prompted calls for more
police officers and stiffer sentences, but also drew attention to a need

for better lighting in some parts of
the city.
With lighting, however, sometimes
less is more, according to experts
on crime prevention and outdoor

urban design.
CoUeenKerr, crime reduction strat-

egy manager for the City of Surrey,
said the city's newly adopted official community plan has added policies to protect its residents that fol-

low the principles of crime prevention through environmental design
(CPTED).
CPTED fights crime using community engagement, surveillance,

property maintenance, physical
barriers and other environmental

tweaking - including the strategic
use of lighting.
If not applied appropriately/
under many circumstances lighting levels may actually increase
crime," Kerr wrote in an email. "Add-

ing lighting may only serve to draw
people to the area."
Greg Perkins, owner of Liahona
Security and a CPTED consultant

Members of The Friends of the Grove stand under new lighting in the little park beside the Newton Recreation Centre in Surrey.
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Lighting also became a pressing
concern at the University ofB.C.
campus last year following a string
of late-night sexual assaults, which
prompted the university to devel-

low the "best practices of CPTED,"
according to Doug Hartle, spokes-

op a plan to address worries about

man for Mac's in Western Canada.

campus safety.
Doug Doyle, associate director of
infrastructure planning at UBC, said
he was part of a walking tour that
identified landscaping as a key issue
-there were concerns aboutplaces

Hartle said the company's strategy
at the 311 locations in his region is to
not limit the lighting.
Tony Hunt, loss prevention general manager for London Drugs, said
the retailer uses CPTED practices

where an assailant could hide - but

ensure better, more consistent lighting on these routes, Doyle said.
Mac's Convenience Stores also fol-

to ensure its stores are well-illumi-

which also found gaps in the lighting
nated inside, but also evenly lit outof somemajorwaUdng routes, often side, so shoppers don't feel threatcaused by the rapid pace ofdevelop- ened bywhat lurks in the darkwhen
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UBC has been installingmorelighting and upgrading existing fbdures to
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